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Preface
A proliferation of anthologies and reprinted works over the past twenty years has raised awareness of the number and variety of women publishing poetry in the twentieth century. At the same time, there is a sense that separatist treatments may have had their day. While this book is not intended to confine poets to a female-only tradition, reading position or audience, history tells us that without a distinct literary terminology, tradition and role models, women's poetry will continue to have uncertain status and fade from literary memory. The need to explore and chart the literary processes against which the woman poet defines herself and her art has led us to combine literary-historical survey with critical commentary. We have negotiated between recording reputations, largely based on critical reception, as they stand, and reassessing the significance of overlooked, as well as established, work. In wanting to present a near-exhaustive record of publications, we have erred on the side of comprehensiveness in the List of Published Works and in the 'Overview' to each of the three historical periods. The chapters develop critical readings which are pertinent to the period yet can also transfer to poetry in other historical or cultural frameworks. We envisage that some readers will enjoy the linear account of poets' writing in the context of women's social and literary environments. Others might already have an interest in particular names, or be moved to explore poets who have been brought to their attention for the first time. The breadth of styles dissolves any lingering assumption that the poetry of women is somehow formulaic and irrelevant to cultural or critical trends. At the same time, reading the works in context illuminates how a complicated gender-consciousness is frequently integral to their writing. In documenting and evaluating the publications and activities of well-and lesser-known poets, we want, primarily, to secure their future by stimulating new kinds of critical conversations about women and poetry.
ix Finally, we must thank the many friends and colleagues who have been involved in this project at different stages for their insight, tolerance and practical help, particularly Shelley Burch, Ruth Clarke, Nick Freeman, Jo Gill, Robin Jarvis, Victoria Stewart, Diana Wallace and, not least, Andy Mousley whose roles included fitting the final manuscript into a Jiffybag. The book is dedicated, for several reasons, to our fathers. Our love and special thanks go to Mark, Tom, Alf and our mothers.
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